
 

Orienteering 
Hello - I’ve tried to give a bit of a insight into the tools and ideas that went into the 
orienteering  activity. Please feel free to contract dayzero@cg.catholic.edu.au if something 
doesn’t make sense. 

The orienteering activity at Day Zero was the lead up to students unlocking combination 
locks on the boxes of the tricorder materials. They needed to follow their maps in order and 
find three numbers for the code. 

We found compasses at Rays Outdoors for about $11 - but I’m pretty sure you could get 
them cheaper online with enough lead time. The ones with the clear plastic base plate (see 
below) are good for orienteering.  

We started with a simple training activity, where there were instructions for using the 
compass and map, and then they had to following the training map to get to the main oval 
(the doc with this a bit clearer and all the other materials created for the activity are in the 
same google drive folder as this doc - please help yourself to whatever is handy) 
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I created a map with was an outline version of the school grounds, added parallel lines to 
align with North (so they could align the compass correctly) and added the start and finish 
points for the training activity. 

 
 
 
 
In hindsight, I wish I’d spent a bit more time with the teams actually demonstrating, and 
making sure they understood how to get the compass set up, and how to then read them / 
use them to figure out which direction to go. A lesson for me for next time!  
 
I identified 8 different locations at the school where we could easily attach a small card that 
had a numeric code (the numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 were used), and created a master setup map 
so we knew where to put everything (and so someone else had a copy of what was going 
on). This was also handy for making sure the locations for each team were accurately 
recorded in their individual mission sheets. 
 

   



 

 
I then mixed up both the codes the teams were aiming for, and the locations they would 
need to find to get the codes (you’ll note that there are multiple locations for some of the 
numbers). This meant that the teams all had different objectives, and so they were not just 
following each other around, which I think would have gotten boring pretty quickly, and the 
activity would have ended far too soon. 
 
I kept a copy of the master list of the codes they were collecting 
against each team for a couple of purposes: 

● individual codes went into the teacher emergency kits for 
each team - so if everything went wrong, the teacher could 
help out, and they’d still be able to get their lock box open 
for the tricorder activity without having to have the tricorder 
“instructor” do it for them or help out - I kept the text light 
grey in the hope it would stop the students from accidentally 
(or otherwise) getting a look at the codes. 

● this was the list we used to set all of the individual 
combination locks - I created labels with the team letters to 
attach to the combination locks so they didn’t get mixed up, 
and teams could find their boxes at the start of the tricorder 
activity. 

 
 

   



 

 
I then prepared maps to match the training one, but this time with the 3 points the team 
needed to find in order. Each team then got their own individual missions - they looked a bit 
like this: 

 
 
Finally, to make it look more like a survival mission, I created Mission Packs with the Day 
Zero artwork, and emergency envelopes for the teacher clues, etc. It didn’t matter which 
team got which letter code, as long as they remembered so they could find the right lockbox 
at the end. 
 

   



 

Some teams did really well using the compass, other teams decided they could figure it all 
out just from the map - a totally valid way to do orienteering too, and completely expected - 
this was also the “we’re running out of time and need to get it finished” fallback. 
 
 

   


